It is shown that unitarity allows fixed poles at certain nonsense points of either right or wrong signature.
I. INTRODUCTION HE existence of conspiracies' and the apparent need for Regge cuts' are two of the more vexing aspects of the Regge-pole theory of high-energy scattering. Conspiracy is now firmly established as the only way to explain the sharp forward peaks in charged-pion photoproduction and rt-p charge-exchange scattering. '
The explanation requires the existence of terms with the same energy dependence at t=0 in amplitudes of opposite parity. There is no apparent dyeamical reason, however, for the coincidence of opposite-parity channel trajectories at t=0. One proposed resolution of this difhculty involves the use of Regge cuts. 4 Moving cuts appear to be necessary to prevent the development of essential singularities, via the Gribov-Pomeranchuk phenomenon, ' in relativistic scattering amplitudes of definite signature. Such cuts as are used in high-energy phenomenology have properties similar to what one Ands from calculating the simultaneous exchange of two or more Regge trajectories. Thus the cuts are not necessarily associated with a definite parity and their contributions can presumably conspire. The arguments of Mandelstam' indicate, however, that the cuts needed to prevent the essential singularities from developing arise from the third double spectral function (p, " for cuts in the continued t-channel partial-wave amplitudes). Here, it is difficult to see why contributions from the third double-spectral function, or the manifestly nonperipheral diagrams associated with it (see Fig. 1 ), should dominate some processes at high energies near 3=0.
From a practical point of view also, conspiracies and cuts pose problems. For example, one must determine if trajectories associated with physical particles actually conspire and, if so, into which conspiracy class these trajectories fall. Most of the known particles appear to be ordinary but some, including the pion, are thought to ' D. V. Volkov and V. N. Gribov, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 44, 1068 (1963) /English transl. : Soviet Phys. -JETP 17, 720 (1963) ].
' S. Mandelstam, Nuovo Cimento 30, 1148 (1963 ; S. Mandelstam and L. L. Wang, Phys. Rev. 160, 1490 (1967 . (196'). ' M. Toiler, Nuovo Cimento 3$, 631 (1965) ; 53A, 671 (1967) . I be extraordinary. If cuts are important at high energy, in the context of conspiracy or otherwise, then the ultimate goal of performing dynamical calculations of the Regge parameters would be much more difficult to attain. This is due to the continuum of parameters associated with the cuts. Of more imminent concern, of course, is that cuts complicate the phenomenological determination of the Regge parameters.
Clearly, cuts and conspiring trajectories make the Regge theory somewhat unwieldy. The theory would be t)- III we locate the fixed poles allowed in hadronic amplitudes and in photoproduction. An argument against conspiring trajectories and for conspiring fixed poles is presented in Secs. IV and V, and our conclusions are summarized in the final section.
II. BREAKDOWN OF NO-FIXED-POLES RULE
In this section it vill be shown that unitarity does not always prohibit fixed poles at nonsense points of right or wrong signature. The discussion is purposely limited to nonsense points because for these points it is unnecessary to invoke a priori a dynamical mechanism for the poles; the necessary singularities are explicitly contained in the definition of the continued partial-wave amplitudes. A dynamical mechanism must be found, of course, for a pole actually to exist, but the mechanism can be sought a posteriori.
Another limitation to be made is that transitions between states of odd baryon number will not be considered. In this way the complications of the generalized MacDowell symmetry will be avoided. '
Recall that it is this symmetry which leads automatically to conspiracy between opposite-parity fermion trajectories. This probably unnecessary limitation also permits the use of the appropriate Mandelstam variable instead of the total energy.
A brief outline of the following material is in order. where the helicity X; for particle i with spin 0-; can take on values in integral steps from -0; to +a;, and where X = X g -X2, /4 = ll3 -X4, M = max (~P~,~/4~), and s = cose "
The unitarity condition" for the partial-wave helicity amplitudes lt~/"q4 /"/, 2 is given by $3/4, /11/2(t) lt 31/2, $3/14(t)
4 /"/4, ),. /"(t)g~), ,g2,z",g3(t)*3 (2)
where X~and P 6 are the helicities of the two, possibly "composite, " particles in the t-channel state 5+6. The sum extends over all such states with the allowed quantum numbers and with threshold t56(t.
At this point it is convenient to make the simplifying but, for our purposes, inessential assumptions of parity and time-reversal invariance; these assumptions imply,
respectively, that amplitudes with opposite sets of helicity labels are proportional and that amplitudes with initial and final states reversed are equal. We are then free to work with the set of independent amplitudes with~/ 4~& X=3I. '7, 404 (1959) .
"Properties of the rotation functions of the first kind, dq", and second kind, eq", may be found in W. Drechsler, Nuovo Cimento 53A, 115 (1968 The unitarity condition, i.e. , the continuation of Eq. (2) into the 3 and J planes, is given by Ol yi,"(J,t+) y), "(J*, t+)*-=2i Q @i"(J, t+)P""(J*, t+)*. (7b) " Essentially the same assumption is made in the argument that the physical amplitudes @ J~(t) agree with the continued amplitude y (J,t)z at right-signature sense values of J whenever M &J (E.
FIXED POLES AND CONSPIRACY
The last form follows from the condition of real analyticity, Eq. (5). The sums in these equations are still understood to extend over diRerent states whenever necessary.
B. Simple Example
In order to show that fixed poles are possible, we consider for definiteness the elastic scattering of two particles of spin 0 and 2. We now make the critical assumption that is commonly thought to prohibit fixed poles, namely, that the elastic threshold for these two particles is the lowest threshold so that elastic unitarity holds for some range of t.
The nine independent helicity amplitudes pi"(J,t) for each signature are $00, 410 $20 $11 $21 and $22+ Four of these amplitudes have an SN interval: For &20 and $21+ the interval is L1, -2j, while for &10 it is LO, -1$. Furthermore, $20 has an additional cut from 0 to -1. Now we examine the point J=1, which is an s-s point for $00 $10, and p»", an n-s point at the edge of the SN interval for &20 and &21+, and an n-n point for $22+. For none of these amplitudes is there a distinction between J0 and J0 inP1". The unitarity condition for the amplitude with the n-n point reads'4
The coefficient of (J -1) ' must vanish, which implies that P22+(1,t)=0. The remaining terms are of order (J -1) ' . A similar analysis of the other unitarity conditions also shows that P"+(1, t) =P"+(1, t) =P"+(1, t) =0.
Therefore, here we find the usual result, namely, that there are no fixed poles at J=1.
At the point J=O, however, the situation is different.
J=0 is an s-s point for &00, an ordinary n-n point for &11+ and $22+, and an n-s point at the edge of the SN interval for &10. For these amplitudes
For the amplitudes $20 and &21+, J = 0 is an n-s and n-n point, respectively, but the point lies within the SX interval. For these amplitudes there is the distinction between Jo and Jo . The real-analyticity condition leads to
and neither quantity is necessarily equal to Pi"+(0+,t+)= P»+(O, t ). Now, when we examine the urutarity condition near J=O for an amplitude with an n-n "It is to be understood that only amplitudes with the same parity contribute in the unitarity condition; thus, for one parity the term involving p20 is absent.
point, for example, we find
+P21+(0+,t)P21+(O, t)*j+terms of order J '.
As before, the coefficient of J ' must be zero, but this no longer requires that P22+(O, t) or P21+(O~,t) individually vanish"; however, note that if one of these residues is different from zero, then so is the other.
Thus (9) where (tt, b) can be either (n,n), (n, s), or (s,s). The sum in Eq. (8) 
where Pi' is realanalytic in J and t with no cut in J. As J approaches zero, we have @21 (J~0~, t)~W(i/&2)J 'p21 (O,t). We can make the identification p2] (Oy t) = w(i/v2)p21 (0 t) so that the coefficient oi j ' is now given by~p22P(O, t)~2 -pp2&~(0, t) (2. (Ia) The "poles" may occur in the amplitudes for which Jo is an n-s point or in those for which Jo is an n-n point, or simultaneously in both sets of amplitudes.
(Ib) The poles of each type, n-s or n-n, must occur in at least two amplitudes if they are to occur at all; the point Jo is interior to the SN interval of one amplitude and exterior to the SN interval of the other amplitude.
(Ic) The residues of the allowed fixed poles need not, but may, have dynamical branch points at t», t34, or t56.
Condition I is sufficient to ensure at least the existence of the two amplitudes of property (Ib) The general form of the contribution of such s-and u-channel pole terms to the absorptive part of a singularity-free physical amplitude is (b) Reduced ladder diagrams which survive in the limit of large s and which lead to Regge behavior.
will be necessary to resort to some common models.
Thus, the interpretation given here is subject to Trajectories can be generated in field theory by summing ladder diagrams /see Fig. 2 (a)$. With the above interpretation, it appears that all terms in the sum are characteristic of the s channel and all but the first are characteristic of the t channel. In order to obtain the trajectory, however, it is necessary to go to the limit of large s and to retain only the leading term.
In this limit we are left with terms which correspond to those of Fig. 2(b " K. Leader, Phys. Rev. 166, 1599 . 26 L, Jones and H. K. Shepard, Phys. Rev. 1'gS, 2117 (1968) .
Consider now a Regge trajectory o, which can be exchanged in the t channel of some reaction. At the value 3, , where Ren(/) passes through a right-signature point J; in the sense region, there should be a particle of spin J; and (mass)'=t, t one can expect to see the particle if Imn(t;) is not too large). One can use Feynman techniques to compute the general oneparticle-exchange contributions to the various t-channel helicity amplitudes for each particle on the trajectory. '7 An interesting pattern emerges, namely, the behavior of this entire set of contributions to the various helicity amplitudes at 3 = 0 is consistent with evasion, or daughters, or the daughter-like conspiracy. One never finds behavior consistent with true conspiracy from exchanges characteristic of the t channel. "
The classic example of the general property occurs in the reactions yp -& ir+n and np~pn, where the sharp foward peaking had led some authors" to invoke a conspiring pion. The contribution of a conspiring pion trajectory to the kinematic-singularity-free amplitudes for these reactions is finite at 1=0. Ordinary onepion exchange, however, gives a contribution which vanishes at t=0. The same is true for the one-particle exchange of any other "particle" on the pion or conspirator trajectories. "
That one-particle exchanges can never enter into true conspiracy is easy to understand. Opposite-parity exchanges are inherently independent and so they must satisfy the constraints separately, i.e. , evasively.
It is true that It should be noted that in the two cases where the conspiracy phenomenon is firmly established, namely, in photoproduction and n-p charge-exchange scattering, condition I allows both of the Ig = 1 opposite-parity t-channel amplitudes involved in the conspiracy constraint3' to have fixed poles.
In the context of group-theoretical predictions, assuming that the 50(3,1) classifications are meaningful, " the foregoing implies that ordinary tra, jectories (and perhaps some fixed poles) should be identified with Toiler poles of clasp I or II and only fixed poles should be identified with class III. Since the fixed poles occur at integral J, however, they need not have infinite daughter sequences. In the same context, but for t&0, it should be noted that the existence of fixed poles requires that the full richness of the spectrum of SO (2, 1) be utilized"; i.e. , in addition to the principal series representations, which are ordinarily identified with the Regge background integral, one must use the discrete series representations, which can be identified with the nonsense points.
B. Miscellany
Here we mention briefly several disjoint topics wherein fixed poles can play an important role. The list is by no means meant to be exhaustive.
(1) Superconvergence: If, for some range of i, the leading trajectory lies below a nonsense point, the amplitude to which it contributes is either superconvergent or has a fixed pole at that point. Formerly, fixed poles were allowed only at wrong-signature points. "M. Levy-Leblond, Nuovo Cimento 4SA, 772 (1966) . "J.F. Boyce, J. Math. Phys. 8, 675 (1967) .
(2) Large-angle scattering: If ordinary trajectories are more or less linear in I, , then for s sufficiently large and E fixed well outside the forward and backward peaks, all of t-and I-channel trajectories will have fallen to very low values. If, further, there are fixed poles with residues weakly dependent on t (or u), they will dominate the moving poles and become, so to speak, the bridge between the forward and backward peaks.
In this region, however, third-double-spectral-function effects, such as Regge cuts, will be relatively more important than in the region of small t or N.
(3) Dip filling: In a differential cross section, the dip which is expected at the value of t where the leading trajectory passes through a nonsense point may be partially or completely filled if there is a fixed pole at that point. Thus, dip filling need not be associated with the behavior of the residue for that trajectory.
A case in point is the behavior of the residue of the 3 2 pole near n =0 in the t channel of the reactions ir=p -+gn and E+p +E'6+-+. Note also that the apparent leveling off of the A2 trajectory" may be due to the emergence of the allowed fixed pole as the dominant contribution for i= -1.0 (BeV/c)' (4) Clearly, old phenomenological analysis of reactions in which fixed poles are now expected to contribute should be redone.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that, under certain conditions, fixed J-plane poles are allowed by unitarity, even at rightsignature points. Only those poles which appear explicitly in the Froissart-Gribov projection have been considered, namely, those which arise at nonsense points from the J-plane singularities of the rotation functions of the second kind. The conditions for the existence of these poles have been determined and several mechanisms which may generate them have been considered. Some of the less obvious distinctions between fixed poles and ordinary trajectories have also been considered. It has been shown that fixed poles can exhibit characteristics peculiar to the cross channels, whereas ordinary trajectories, at least those generated by any of the models currently in vogue, exhibit characteristics only of the channel in which the pole occurs. On the basis of these channel characteristics, we have seen that fixed poles provide the natural explanation of conspiracy in boson channels.
The existence of fixed poles revives the hope that Regge cuts are unimportant at high energies. Whether these poles do, in fact, account for all of the phenomena which currently are thought to necessitate cuts, must be verified separately in each case. The relatively simple properties of the poles, and their economical parametrization, are sufhcient reasons for exploring this possibility.
